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For “Night of Hinnā,” her first solo show at Chertlüdde’s Bungalow space, Italian Tunisian
artist Monia Ben Hamouda draws on her hybrid background to gently subvert modes of
representation in different cultural and religious contexts. Situated between figuration and
abstraction but tinged with the postdigital melding of high-tech and high-touch, Ben
Hamouda’s series “Aniconism as Figurative Urgency” (all works 2021) suspends three laser-cut
steel sculptures from the ceiling so that they hover just above the ground. As the series’s title
suggests, the works explore aniconism, which in Islamic visual culture translates to the
rejection of figurative representations of living creatures or divine presence in favor of
geometric forms and calligraphy. Stylistically, the sculptures recall Islamic script, and yet they
remain illegible and even pseudo-animalistic, their brushstrokelike strips capped off with the

semblance of paws. Their surfaces are intermittently coated in orange, black, and yellow
pigments that resemble spray paint but are actually spices including turmeric, harissa, and
garlic powder. The leftovers are splashed across the floor in what seems to have been an almost
violent, spontaneous gesture reminiscent of Abstract Expressionism.

Ben Hamouda prioritizes the spatial plane between the steel and the floor, installing the
exhibition’s eponymous series, “Night of Hinnā”—three small pairs of synthetic-leather
gloves dyed with henna and marked with indecipherable designs—at the exact same height.
According to the artist, this is a reference to the ritual of allowing freshly applied henna to dry,
but within the larger installation, the emphasis on interstices nods to what Homi Bhabha has
called “in-betweenness”: a Third Space of ambivalence in which cultural symbols, and in turn
subjectivities, are not fixed, but rather actively negotiated.

— Vashti Ali
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lasted for hours. During the night
of hinnā, the tattooed limbs are
wrapped in cotton bands or silk
scarves to protect the contours of
the design and the success of the
color. Hands and feet, thus
wrapped, must remain motionless
without touching the ground
throughout the night, a"er which
the bands are removed from the
feet and hands and the dried hinnā
is rinsed o#. What remains is the
imprint of that initial dark, full-
bodied paste, which will last for
many weeks. The sculptures on
display crystallize this moment, one
night only, not touching the
ground, wrapped in a mellow color,
and a spicy smell.”

Monia Ben Hamouda presents
Night of Hinnā, a sculptural
installation at Bungalow,
ChertLüdde. Following the belief
that each individual is inextricably
connected to their family tree and
the psycho-mental universe of their
ancestors, Ben Hamouda attempts
to master her in$uences in a
contemporary and constantly
changing landscape. Born into a
Muslim community as the daughter
of an Islamic calligrapher, Ben
Hamouda navigates and confronts
her ancestral heritage through what

“In Tunisia, the hinnā night is the
night before a ceremony. For me as
a child, it was a time of immersion
in my family’s culture. Saadiya, my
father’s sister, would prepare the
hinnā in a yellow plastic bowl,
stained with the dark color of an
orange pigment, which she had
seen so many hinnā nights. When
the mixture dried, she would take
small portions and hold it in her
mouth for a while, to rehydrate it
with saliva, before pressing it onto
my palms. A hypnotic gesture that





she calls a shamanic process –
creating works that act as gestural
exorcisms of the expectations
placed upon her by family, tradition
and the politicized present, drawing
their power from the urgency of
expression.

Borrowing from the tradition of
Aniconism in Islamic calligraphy,
Ben Hamouda uses this ancient
strategy of circumvention in
Aniconism as Figurative Urgency
(2021). Calligraphic brushstrokes
that mimic Arabic text yet signify
nothing, the iron sculptures are
abstract forms that occasionally
have the claws and hind legs of
animals such as the dog – a creature
considered impure, harām, in Islam,
but which for the artist possess a
strong life energy. Covered in
fragrant spices such as cumin,
curcuma and curry, the sculptures
protect and are protected by their
medicinal, ceremonial, culinary and
ritualistic properties used for
thousands of years.

The series “Night of Hinnā” (2021)
is a questioning of the artist’s
identity through multiple lenses–
that of her innermost self, her Arab
family, and the western world. The
sculptures, laced with hinnā and
drawn in a nontraditional, western
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design, are scaled to the artist’s 
hands– albeit slightly tight. Like a 
pair of ill-%tting gloves, Ben 
Hamouda’s dim memory of 
decorating limbs re$ects the 
paradox of a gesture that feels at 
once familiar and alien, the 
ownership of which is the artist’s 
key to understanding her own 
personal history.

At Bungalow/ChertLüdde OHG, 
Berlin
until October 30, 2021

 



Wenn der Stammbaum knurrt 
Monia Ben Hamouda im
ChertLüdde Bungalow

REVIEW

13. Oktober 2021 • Text von Lara Brörken

Fragen nach der eigenen Identität entfalten sich bei
Monia Ben Hamouda zwischen zwei Welten, der
italienischen der Mu!er und der tunesischen des

Vaters. Mit “Night of Hinnā” im ChertLüdde Bungalow
erinnert sich die Künstlerin an alle Kontroversen, die
an ihrem Stammbaum ranken. Ihre kalligrafischen

Skulpturen sind wundersam zweidimensional, sie sind
etwas zwischen Schri# und Figur, sie sind Text, Tier

und Gewürz.

GALLERYTALK.NET
OCTOBER 2021



Monia Ben Hamouda: “Night of Hinna”, Installation View at Bungalow/ChertLüdde, Berlin,
2021. Photo by Andrea Rossetti. Courtesy of Monia Ben Hamouda, Milan and
BUNGALOW/ChertLüdde, Berlin.

Wie knurrende Hunde oder Wildkatzen streifen Ben Hamoudas Schrift-

Skulpturen durch den Raum. Die kalligrafisch geschwungenen Linien – der

Vater der Künstlerin arbeitet als Kalligraf – zeichnen tierische Formen wie

Tatzen und Krallen nach, aber so ganz erkennbar wird die Figur nicht. Die

Schriftzeichen fließen von oben zur Kralle hinunter und sind dabei kein

eindeutiges Wort und kein eindeutiges Tier.

In diesem Dazwischen thematisiert Ben Hamouda zwei Verbote, die im

muslimischen Glauben gelten: Figuren sollen nicht abgebildet werden, denn

man soll sich kein Bild machen, sondern sich den reinen Inhalten annehmen.

Der Haushalt soll nicht durch das Halten eines Haustieres verunreinigt

werden. Ben Hamouda selbst hat einen Hund. Sie windet sich genauso wie



ihre Schriftzeichen zwischen den Verboten, strampelt sich von der Enge der

Traditionen frei und nimmt sich ihnen gleichzeitig an. Sie arbeitet mit ihren

Erinnerungen, wie ein Hund, der an der Leine zieht. Heute lebt die Künstlerin

zwischen Mailand und al-Qayrawan.

Monia Ben Hamouda: “Aniconism as Figurative Urgency (Wahid”), detail, 2021. Laser cut steel,
spice powders, circa: 183 × 147 × 0.3 cm. Photo by Andrea Rossetti. Courtesy of Monia Ben
Hamouda, Milan and BUNGALOW/ChertLüdde, Berlin.

Die titelgebende “Night of Hinnā” durchlebt jede Frau in Tunesien am Abend

vor der Hochzeit. Es ist ein Abend, an den die Künstlerin intensive

Kindheitserinnerungen hat. Mit großen Kinderaugen beobachtete sie, wie ihre

Tante die Henna-Farben anrührte, wie die Farbpigmente eine Masse wurden,

die dann kunstvoll auf Händen und Füßen der Braut aufgetragen wurde. Über



Nacht trockneten die bemalten Körperteile in Stoff eingewickelt und durften

dabei nicht den Boden berühren. 

Auch Ben Hamoudas Skulpturen berühren den Boden nicht. Sie schweben,

obwohl ihre stählernen Körper schwer sein müssen. Sie durchleben die

“Night of Hinnā”, die in ihrer Tradition und Spiritualität beeindruckend, aber

auch beängstigend sein kann. Indem Ben Hamouda in ihren Skulpturen

Verbote, Traditionen und Bräuche direkt nebeneinander thematisiert, wirken

ihre Erinnerungen an das Fest nicht nur leichtfüßig. Diese Skulpturen umgibt

eine Aura, die auch erwachsene Augen staunen lässt.

Monia Ben Hamouda: “Aniconism as Figurative Urgency (Thalaathah)”, 2021, Laser cut steel,
spice powders circa: 177 × 93 × 0.3 cm Photo by Andrea Rossetti. Courtesy of Monia Ben
Hamouda, Milan and BUNGALOW/ChertLüdde, Berlin.



Bewiesenermaßen werden durch Gerüche starke Erinnerungen geweckt –

man nennt das in der Neuropsychologie den “Proust-Effekt”. Wenn man Ben

Hamoudas kalligrafischen Tiere betrachtet, meint man ihre kulturelle Identität

riechen zu können. Sie riecht nach Curry, Zimt und Kurkuma. Und ein

bisschen nach verbrannter Erde. Sie hat ihre herumgeisternden Typo-Viecher

mit diesen farbintensiven Gewürzen bestäubt. Hierfür hielt sie das angehäufte

Pulver in ihren Händen und hat es pustend an ihre Arbeiten gebracht. Die

gelben und orangenen Farben der Gewürze untermalen die Skulpturen,

teilweise haften sie an ihnen oder legen eine staubige Spur auf den Boden.

Das Tier hat eine Kratzspur hinterlassen. Grrrr. Wieder Farbpigmente, aber

auch kulinarische DNA. Düfte sind Erinnerung, sie brennen sich ein.

Monia Ben Hamouda: “Night of Hinna”, Details, Bungalow/ChertLüdde, Berlin, 2021. Photo by
Andrea Rossetti. Courtesy of Monia Ben Hamouda, Milan and BUNGALOW/ChertLüdde, Berlin.



Drei Paar Handschuhe ragen aus den Wänden. Sie sind schmal, sie sind

schwarz, weiß, braun, in Henna gefärbt. Die Handflächen zeigen nach oben.

Bitten sie? Betteln sie? Beten sie? Die Künstlerin hat die Handschuhe an ihren

Händen angepasst, aber sie sind doch ein bisschen zu klein. Sie engen die

Finger ein, sperren sie ein, machen sie bewegungsunfähig. Macht Tradition

handlungsunfähig? Es sind kritische Fragen, die sich eröffnen. Es sind aber

auch warme, geborgene Gefühle, die einem von Ben Hamoudas tunesischer

und italienischer Herkunft entgegen gepustet werden – und haften bleiben.

Man will fauchen und knurren, ausbrechen und bleiben.

Monia Ben Hamouda: Night of Hinnā (Aamti Saadiya) II, 2021 and Night of Hinnā (Jedda
Mabrouka), 2021, Synthetic leather, henna, iron wire Dimensions variable. Photo by Andrea
Rossetti. Courtesy of Monia Ben Hamouda, Milan and BUNGALOW/ChertLüdde, Berlin.



Familie ist verstrickt, Familie schreibt sich ein. Ben Hamoudas Verweise sind

überall und vielschichtig, alles hat Bedeutung, alles ist verknüpft mit einer

ihrer Erinnerungen. Je mehr von ihnen aufgedeckt werden, desto stärker

füllen sich die Skulpturen mit Leben. Jede Erinnerung der Künstlerin

hinterlässt eine Spur in ihren Werken, manche liegen tief verborgen, wie

Jahresringe hinter der Rinde. Manche jedoch lassen direkte Verbindungen zu

ihrer Familiengeschichte zu, sodass sich ihre Werke wie ein Stammbaum zu

verästeln scheinen. Welche Geschichten in ihrem Leben Kreise ziehen, wessen

Ast bis in ihr Jetzt reicht erforscht Monia Ben Hamouda stetig.

WANN: Die Ausstellung “Night of Hinnā” läuft noch bis Samstag, den 30.

Oktober.

WO: ChertLüdde Bungalow, Ritterstraße 2A, 10969 Berlin.
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GYMNASIUM, 2020
Courtesy l’artista

Non scelgo a priori i materiali che uso. È piuttosto una forma a interessarmi, o magari 
qualcosa che abbia un collegamento con elementi che sento biografici, in generale legati 
alla religione. In questo periodo sto lavorando a una serie di opere realizzate con seni in 
silicone. La mia famiglia parla due lingue differenti, sono figlia di padre tunisino e madre 
italiana. Con questo lavoro ho voluto creare un simbolo che fosse un agglomerato di due 
culture. Ho cercato di unire la vicenda biblica di Sant’Agata, la santa a cui sono stati 
asportati i seni, e l’arte islamica, impiegando la calligrafia per entrare all’interno di una 
forma figurativa, anche se in teoria per la religione musulmana questo non si potrebbe 
fare. Non sono frasi. Sono scritte in arabo, però non significano nulla. Diciamo che è un 
testo che, in realtà, somiglia solamente a un testo. Volevo che l’opera racchiudesse questi 
due livelli di lettura, partendo da una vicenda che ha a che fare con una parte della mia 
famiglia e intervenendo per trasformarla in qualcosa che anche la famiglia di mio padre 
potrebbe comprendere, in qualche modo. E inoltre volevo essere comunque rispettosa 
nei confronti di una religione che può non condividere quello che faccio.

Monia Ben Hamouda
TRETI GALAXIE [ art project ]

ART TRIBUNE
SEPTEMBER - OCTOBER 2020
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ANNO E LUOGO DI NASCITA: 1991, Milano

LUOGO DI RESIDENZA: Milano

ISTITUTO DI FORMAZIONE: Accademia di Brera

MEDIUM PREFERITO: scultura

ULTIMA MOSTRA PERSONALE: 
Extended protection, Allegoric defence, a cura di Camilla 
Edström, Ödemark CC Gallery, Malmö 2019

ULTIMA MOSTRA COLLETTIVA: 
Collagen Shadow, a cura di Zoë De Luca, ADA, Roma 2020

PROSSIMA MOSTRA IN PROGRAMMA: 
Couple, a cura di Lenka Wallon e Richard Bakes, 
Berlinskej Model, Praga 2020

IDENTIKIT WORK IN PROGRESS
Courtesy l’artista

Queste sono le opere che ho fatto 
durante la quarantena, così come i seni, 
ma non sono ancora finite. È stato strano 
lavorarci. Sono fatte con materiali che ho 
trovato in casa, dato che non potevo usci-
re. Non disponendo di colori, ho dovuto 
farmeli io usando delle spezie. Ho cercato 
di dare a queste opere un’aura cinemato-
grafica, quasi fossero oggetti magici rap-
presentati sul grande schermo. Anche se 
non risultano figurative, io le vedo come 
figurative. C’è una tensione verso la figu-
razione, perché chi fa calligrafia sente il 
bisogno di inserire parti figurative anche 
se non può, e credo che questa tensione 
sia anche in me quando realizzo questi 
lavori. Mi piace l’idea che possano essere 
elementi spaventosi, con riferimento al 
cinema, ma anche elementi positivi, che 
possano aver guarito qualcuno o che pos-
sano essere stati usati durante dei rituali, 
appunto… Dico “state” perché in qualche 
modo io colloco queste opere sempre in 
un tempo passato. Sono state usate. Sono 
scariche. Come un animale sacrificato, 
una reliquia di se stesso, ciò che è rimasto 
dopo una determinata operazione propi-
ziatoria o magica. A volte chiamo questa 
tensione “forza debole”.
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PREDICTION, 2019
Installation view at Alios 16ème Biennale d’Art Contemporain, 
Théâtre Cravey Pavilion, La Teste-de-Bûch
Courtesy l’artista

Ho suonato il pianoforte per tanti anni, ma non l’ho mai amato molto. Quando in stu-
dio avevo creato Prediction, mi sono detta: “È un pianoforte. Pazzesco”. Ho detto a Miche-
le Gabriele, con cui condividevo la doppia personale alla Biennale di La Teste-de-Bûch, 
che sarebbe stato bello avere un pianoforte in mostra. Quando arriviamo in Francia per 
installare, incredibilmente nello spazio troviamo un pianoforte. Ero sconvolta. Era esat-
tamente quello che volevo ed è successo, quindi è stato poi molto naturale esporla in quel 
modo. In realtà ho fatto tante opere che appoggiano su mobili. Dato che viviamo in una 
casa-studio, mi sono trovata spesso a dover posare le opere sui divani, sul letto o sulle 
sedie. Ho voluto un po’ riproporre questa modalità, perché rispecchiava l’ambiente natu-
rale in cui le sculture sono nate. In una mostra in Svezia, alla CC Gallery, le opere erano 
esposte su divani e poltrone. Invece di metterle su un plinto o un basamento, ho voluto 
mettere in mostra lo stesso sguardo che mi ha portato a capire che erano opere, e penso 
che continuerò a esporre opere sui mobili perché lo trovo estremamente naturale.
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EXHAUST, 2018
Courtesy l’artista

Magari per tutto il giorno non faccio nulla, poi arriva la notte e nel giro di due ore pro-
duco l’opera. Non decido quasi mai a priori ciò che devo fare. Assemblo fino ad arrivare a 
un certo punto. È quasi una sorta di accettazione degli eventi scultorei che avvengono in 
studio. Mi piace il fatto che le opere siano costituite da elementi che, in potenza, stanno 
bene insieme, tuttavia, se notate, sono legate con fascette di plastica, come se stessero 
vicine in maniera forzata. Mi metto in una posizione simile a quella di uno sciamano 
che attraverso un gesto, come può essere quello di stringere una fascetta o legare assie-
me degli elementi, inserisce all’interno di una forma tutta una simbologia, una forza. 
Le fascette di plastica mi permettono di compiere questo gesto, ed è un gesto per me 
importante, perché è attraverso di esso che assemblo, e assemblare non consiste sem-
plicemente nel creare una forma, ma anche nel darle un nome. L’utilizzo di alcuni mate-
riali nello specifico, come i liquidi, mi restituisce l’idea di una passività dello scolpire: il 
liquido riempie lo spazio in un modo particolare e si lascia andare, è una forma che io 
innesco ma che poi fa un po’ quello che vuole. Mi piace questa passività all’interno delle 
forme che creo.



DUCATO PRIZE
MAY 2020

saturation of contents and self-reference typical of the
#art that must be shaken off. Pluffy embodies the junk
we consume and dispose of for the sole purpose to be
able to produce some more, it is a product projected
directly into its inevitable destiny, a fossil from our
time.

Monia Ben

Hamouda

Winner of the Contemporary Art
Special Mention

Exhaust

2018
Steel, silicone, pigment, wax, resin, plaster, water
110×110×20 cm

Zoë De Luca: Your practice is mainly oriented towards

sculpture, but this is partly due to your relationship

with drawing and figuration.

Monia Ben Hamouda: Figuration is a central theme in
my research; it is a subject linked to my biography
and the identity of my family, partly Italian and
Catholic, partly Arab and Muslim. Figuration and
iconoclasm are prohibited by Islam, and therefore the
accepted art is that which uses abstract motifs and



geometries. From an early age I was brought to this
topic: my father painted, and sometimes he turned
away from religious will and composed the
calligraphic motif within figurative forms. A stratagem
often used in Islamic art, a sort of abstract
figurativism.

ZDL: This refers to the work selected by the

award, Exhaust.

MBH: Exhaust it is part of a series consisting of two
circular sculptures, assembled by articulating the
ritualistic aspect of the gesture: they become the most
obvious metaphor for speaking about passive-
aggressiveness. Keeping in mind the magic-shamanic
gesture of assembling an amulet or symbol, the
sculptures are made in the hope that this object can
protect us (and protect itself). Exhaust refers to the
power charge that some images intrinsically hold and
to the idea of power loss of those same images.

ZDL: Instead, in the Predictions series, the main

component of the creation of an amulet are gestures.

MBH: Predictions is a series of wall pieces capable of
predicting the future. It is composed by washing the
fabrics over and over again in a viscous liquid, a mix
of materials that makes washing tiring, but which
allows me to get in touch with an ancient gesture, that
of a woman intent on immersing fabrics in a sacred
river to exorcise an event or relieve her spirit.
Predictions can occur by reading the material
viscosities on the surface of the work, as if they were
coffee grounds.

ZDL: Some sort of atavistic identification?

MBH: We are all marked, not to say contaminated, by
the psycho-mental universe of our ancestors. Being
born in a family is like being possessed, and this
possession is passed on from generation to
generation. My surname is made up of the prefix Ben
(Èä), literally "Son of": in dependence on and
relationship with the life and culture of my ancestors.

ZDL: In this regard it is interesting to remember that in

your work the imaging process is often influenced by

the cinema filter.

MBH: Cinema is a keystone in my research. Despite
being focused on the sculptural activity, both gaze and
thought are articulated in a narrative and



cinematographic way. For some years, my research
has been questioning some topics related to pining
and the possibility to use the space surrounding the
work as a sculptural material, exploiting it for the
narrative necessities of the work itself.

ZDL: This led you to found Something Must Break, a

curatorial project co-founded with Michael Gabriel in

2017; how is this parallel activity intertwined with your

practice?

MBH: Something Must Break represents our desire to
stage the most 'melodramatic' and romantic part of art
through the immediacy and power of the images. We
want to show the most emotional and immediate part
of the work; what inspires us is a precise feeling, the
need for a narrative that is much more layered than
the composition of the works in a room. We want the
works to stage a story, almost a screenplay, we regard
the works as Subjects, not as Objects.

Byron Gago

Winner of the Academy Art Prize

Placenta

2019
Melted fructose, F400 epoxy resin, linear fluorescent
tube, two electrodes, ballast



Pane 
project 

interviews 
Monia Ben
Hamouda

Pane Project: How important is the distance concept to you?
Monia Ben Hamouda:

It’s very important. I’m interested in things that resemble each other, and the concept of
using distance as a sculptural material. In my first solo show “Miranda,” I used the
environment that hosted the pieces as a media, not just as the space in which they are
displayed-In this way, reality becomes the main characteristic of the work. As much as I can,
I approach things to show distance using this closeness. The further away I get, the more I
can understand an image for its intrinsic nature, and the more I abstract that shape, the
closer I get to it’s symbolic and fictional property. In this way I look at things to gain
theirstrengths, trying to recreate them using all my energy. I rely on the simple strength that
exists in reality; there’s no meaning in it,it’s just an object that strikes violently.

Furthermore, cinema and video is very important to me. I’ve studied sculpture, but my early
Brera Academy of Fine Arts pieces were videos.

I’m obsessed by exploiting reality. The video media forced me to use what exists for what it
is: A plastic and narrative material. It has been a natural process to continue to use this
material in sculpture too.

FLUOXO
MAY 2020



PP: You often talk about strength and power loss. Can you
explain those images and where they came from?
MBH:

I’m interested in the power of some images, or rather in images that contain a loss of power.
My pieces, in this sense, look at their past. They are unarmed but still show a feeble static-
electricity. They’re incomplete, amputated, meaningless throphies of themselves. Maybe I
can call this phenomenon weak-power… they are like ghosts without being dead. Powerful
and already gone at the same time. Somethimes I almost feel commiseration for them, but
they are so violent in their pliability. They are all symbols, identical, but at the same time they
almost do not have sense, ‘cause symbolism is impossible, and representation does not
allow me access to reality, no matter how hard I try… Therefore they are failed attempts at
their principle, and in their failure they find this strength.





PP: Inside your work there are other artist’s traces and pieces.
What pushed you to use them? How do you intend to use them
together with the other objects that you used?
MBH:

The sculptural space inside the work is very important. There’s an inside and an outside, and
everything is shown througha few elements that follow this strength/loss of strength
concept, but no one component is more important than another inside the sculpture. They
are all elements that have the same ability to contain this strength. There is democracy
among my work’s materials. There’s no hierarchy. It can be meat, water, shampoo bottles or
another artist’s piece. These elements have the same, identical strength, the same
potentiality to show themselves as visible phenomenon… It’s all about what I was telling you
before about distance… I use material as an instrument of reality, other artist’s pieces are
simply reality too, that once again I use for my purposes.

PP: Often, in your practice, I can see the desire to find a distant
place, a private place in which to feel safe. I don’t know if this
reading is superficial or wrong. But if it’s at least partly true,
does this concept belong to this new production?
MBH:

Yes. This is particularly visible in Nur Xyderiv, the result of geographies that meet each other.
However if you look at the rest of my production, you can find elements that speak to
dislocation in more intrinsic way… For example I think about the travel packs, the beauty
cases, the luggage wrap plastics that vaguely recall images of an airport security control…
and to images to which I owe so much, which originate from a “far’’ world. The displacement
idea exists in a very strong way in the material choice. It’s a subtle characteristic, especially
because it’s a factor that’s beyond my control, but I can’t ignore it. It exists and it belongs to
my sensibility, probably for biographical reasons…





PP: Passivity: I know this is a key word to read your work,
because you mentioned it many times in speaking about your
research. Do you think passivity really exists in human
relationships?
MBH:

Passivity represents something that once was manifested. In a certain sense it’s a way to
enter into a shape. For example, a lot of my works are made by liquids, material that takes
the shape that welcomes it, and that ‘leaves’ it to be shaped by “others”.
My work brings inside itself this word, but more than passive, it’s passive-aggressive. Yielding
but ready to attack you. It’s ambiguous. Someone hostile and aggressive in passive form is
not hostile in a moment and kind in another one, he is both in the same moment. It’s a
behavior that expresses anger and hostility, but in indirect form, through the passivity: the
masochism and the upheaval against itself. Thanks to this defense mechanism, the other
can be struck without apparently doing anything.



PP: In your work I noticed the presence of liquids, water and
liquid containers. But I don’t think that your works speak
about “fluidity.” They rather appear as full and empty bodies,
paradoxically with an abandoned self solidity. Can you tell
meperspective on that?
MBH:

Liquid interests me for it’s particular sculptural quality, but also for it’s ability to create a
narrative, like a before and after, that special filter that creates on things and changes
them. Sometimes I look at things and try to imagine them different. Water allows this
change even though it maintains the objects unchanged. Liquid allows bodies that
aggressive passivity that grants them to have ”existed and then died”, and been left there.
There’s also the story of a strong passionate contact with this element in my life, ‘cause I
lived for a long period of time right next to lakes, in Lapland, during the dark months. I felt the
water like an integral part of my life… I believe that it influenced me a lot.

PP: Which images that inspire you the most?
MBH:

I owe so much to snakes, those ‘eaten too much’ images.
To sharks inside which animals or human beings are discovered.
To market food agglomerations.
To gnus carcasses in deserts, dead after having drunk water from poisoned oasis.



PP: How is music present inside your practice?
MBH:

I listen to music often, mostly while I work. It deeply filters my practice. I concentrate on how
some song’s lyrics are produced to make you feel precise emotions in a mechanical way,
but it seems so spontaneous and subjective, it’s as if I’m the only one feeling those emotions
when I listen a certain passage.
“Commanded emotion” (That is a passivity form) deeply interests me. How these lyrics in a
certain sense are stereotypes of love and of life…
The font that I created, Nur Xyderiv, often contains the text of songs, and structures in a
strong didascalic way the feelings that they speak of. It has a certain connection with the
video lyrics of songs that you can find on You Tube: the caption of a caption.

PP: What do you like to say to yourself?
MBH:

Monia, increase the distance between you and distractions.
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